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In this paper G is a finite group and F is a complete local principal ideal 
domain of characteristic p. For definitions concerning representation algebras 
see [3], [q; we will write A(FG) for the F-representation algebra of G, 
and &(FG), A,‘(I;c) and A$(FG) are defined as in [2] for H <. G. WC 
will use script letters for representation modules; the isomorphism-class of .Y 
is written as L. 
We shall define a property, the stabilily pr+~~y, for groups. If II has 
this property and II Q G we shall show that A,(FG) and A,“(FG) have 
certain ideals. 
1. ABSOLUTE STABILITY 
Suppose Y is an F1i-representation module, where H < G, and 
R E -V(H; G) (the G-normalizer of H). Then g stabdizes 9 if 
Zeg@Y 
that is, if there is an P’-module isomorphism 5 : 9 --f g 8 Y satisfying 
h(E) = (Wf (1) 
for any h E H and 1 E A?. If we write 4 as 
1‘5 = g 0 w, 
where 4 is an F-module automorphism, then (1) becomes 
k’hd QJ = VW. 
Therefore the existence of $J (and consequently of [) depends only on the 
properties of the H-automorphism h -•z g-lhg, and not on the particular 
representative g. We shall denote this automorphism by CY~ . 
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We write Aut(H) for the automorphism group of H, and 
Aut(H, G) = {a, : g E N(H; G)}. 
The map g -+ LYE is a homomorphism of N(ZI; G) onto Aut(U, G); if e is 
the identity element of G then the kernel of this homomorphism is 
fg : aff = %), 
that is the G-centralizer C(R, G) of II, so 
Aut(H, G) N N(N, G)IC(H; G). 
If o( E Aut(H), we say .Z stabilizes Y if there is an F-module automorphism 
$ of 5? such that 
v4(44 = (We 
whenever h E H and 1 E 2’. We denote by 2’” an FH-representation module 
which is F-isomorphic to 2, and if I” is the clement corresponding to 1 then 
hP = ((hcf-y)“. 
Then “ol stabilizes _Ept’ means 2% z Y; moreover 
(LPY” crl2Ps, 
and if we write 9 as an abbreviation for g-1 @ 9, then 
2m N “Pa. 
We now define the absolute stabilizer S(9) of an indecomposable FH- 
representation module 9 as 
S(2’) = {a : OL E Aut(H), 01 stabilizes q. 
Suppose B is an indecomposable FG-representation module with vertex II, 
and suppose 2 is an H-source for 8. Then the absolute stabilizer of 2 
is called a source-stabilizer for 8. If g E G then .5?@ is a source for 8, so 
S(2.P) is a source-stabilizer for 8; such groups are the only possibilities. 
THEOREM 1. If H <I G, then any two source-sta&&ers of an ~~ec~~osa~~e 
FG-representation module B with vertex II me Aut(H, G)-conjugate. 
Proof. Suppose 2’ is an II-source for 8. Then the possible source- 
stabilizers for P are the S(Lg), where g E G. But 
since o(p E Aut(H; G), we have the result. 
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2. THE STABILITY PROPERTY 
We say ap-group H has the stability property when H satisfies the following 
condition: 
If 9, ~7 and& are indecomposable FH-representation modules with vertex II 
satisfying 
N-ILYEp?k, 
then 
s(N) < Ad(H) s(dip)- (2) 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that H has the stability property and that 9 and .9 
are indecomposable H-projective FG-representation modules, where iI 4 G. If 
WlP@2 
and 9 is indecomposable with vertex II, then a source-stabilizer of 9 is 
Aut(H)-conjugate to a subgroup of a source-stabilizer of 9. 
Proof. For the conditions of the theorem to hold, 9 and 1 must each 
have vertex H. Write 9, J&’ and .N for H-sources for 9, 2 and W respec- 
tively. Then 
wI~PO~)GO~G,O(~~.~“)G, 
where the direct sum is taken over a set of coset representatives x for H 
in G (see p. 324 of [3]). Since W is indecomposable 
w I(9 @ .AP)G 
for some x. By the uniqueness of source there is a y E G such that 
Jv-YI~@O~, 
that is 
./v”I”Y@O~. (3) 
Y, ./P~ and N% are FH-representation modules with vertex H, so we may 
apply the stability property; using (3): 
s(NcLp) d Ad(R) s(p)* (4) 
JP~ is a source for W, so by Theorem 1 S(JVQ) and S&V) are Aut(H; G)- 
conjugate; a fortiori they arc Aut(H)-conjugate, so from (4) 
s(M) < Ad(R) s(y). 
S(N) and S(9) are source-stabilizers for .g and 9 respectively, so we 
have the theorem. 
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This enables us to define (absolute) stability ideals. Write ~,4 for the natural 
map 
4 : A,(FG) -+ AH”(FG). 
If S is any subgroup of Aut(H) define u(S) to be the set of all classes P 
where B is an indecomposable I;%-module such that either (a) 9’ is H- 
projective with source-stabilizers conjugate to subgroups of S, or (b) 9’ has 
vertex smaller than H. Define U(S) to be the subspace of A#‘G) generated 
by u(S), and define V(S) as 
V(S) = U(S)& 
THEOREM 3. If H has the stability property and H Q G then U(S) is 
an ideal of A#G). 
Proof. If UE U(S) and A E A,(FG), then there are finite sets of 
indecomposable H-projective FG-representation modules Bi and complex 
numbers ai, bi such that 
A = f bjPj 
j=l 
and such that pf E U(S) for any i such that ai f 0. Since 
UA = i f aibjPiPj, 
i-l 5-l 
the theorem will be proven if we show that the isomorphism class R of any 
indecomposable component W of Bi 8 Y9 lies in u(S) whenever Pi E u(S). 
If Pi is a member of u(S), then either gi has vertex smaller than H or it 
has vertex H and source-stabilizer S’, where 
s’ < Ad(H) S. 
Let 93 be any indecomposable component of Bi @ Bj . If 9 has vertex 
less than H, R is in u(S). If W has vertex H, then both Bi and 9’j must 
have vertex H. From the stability property for H and Theorem 2 
s” < AU(H) s’ 
where S” is a source-stabilizer of 9, so 
s” < Au@) S 
and again R E u(S). 
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COROLLARY. V(S) is UM ideal of &“(FG). 
We will call U(S) and V(S) the S-stability ideals of A&FG) and AH”(FG) 
respectively. 
Remark. In our current state of knowledge, we must know the multi- 
plication table of A(FII) in order to apply the theorem. The stability property 
is easily verified when II is cyclic, and it holds when F is a field of charac- 
teristic 2 and H is the elementary abelian group 2, x Z, (the multiplications 
are given in [f] and the absolute stabilizers are effectively given in [A). 
No other cases are available for consideration. 
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